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-----To members

of Senate

We the undersigned~
all members of the Committee of Enquiry but
\vriting now as private individualsj wish to affirm our belief
that it is in the best interests of the University that we stop
trying to allot 'blame' for what happened on May 7th; that no
further punitive action be taken against any person; that our
concern should nOVl be for the future and not the past; and that
we look at May 7th and the events surrounding it only in order
to discover what ails our University and how the ailment might
be

cUJ.~ed.

(signed)

K Trace
,

M Hevlgill
A Calcraft
Janet Fairley
Geoffrey Fordham
John G Fauvel
Diane Solari
Brian Hathaway
Malcolm R Gray
P J Wexler
Michael S Allison
J A Reissland
Michael Freeman
John J Sparkes
Paul Thompson
J N Coulding
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CO~ll1ITTEE OF ENQUIRY

Report

on the be~ring of the principle
~ "2n th~!-:~'611!~aL7lh

of freedom

of speech

Introduction
1.
The Committee of Enquiry was asked to consider how the principle of the
freedom of speech bears upon the events1 mostly on 7th May~ described in the
Report of the Tribunal of Enquiryo
We saw this task as consisting of two partse
Firstly to interpret~ with somewhat greater precision than is given in the Senate
document of May 16th~ the right to freedom of speech as it applies to public
meetings within a university~
and thisj we felt9 involved trying to distil the
essence of the idea of free speech as it was traditionally
held in universities
before that meeting.
Secondly~ to consider the events of 7th May in the light
of this interpretatiQn.
2.
It soon became clear that both parts of this task were complex and that
no distillation
of the problem or its solution would carry conviction without
some supporting argument and expla~ationo
Thus
although we arEr presenting this
report in sections for reasons of claritY9 we insist that the report should be
considered

part

as

a whole

of it should

and

that,

be considered

because

the

issues

are

so

controversial

9

no

out of contexto

3.
Before proceeding with discussion, the Committee wish~s to express its
deep gratitude both to Robin Dixon and to members of his secretarial team~ who
have contributed so much to the smooth working of the COIT~itteeo
The PrinciJ!le of Freedom of ~e~ch as it aEp-liesto we~~~ver~s~ELm~etings?
to which all are invited, as traditionally held within a Universit~
The Distillation

4.

(a)

In general every group or individual has the right to communicate
his views and knowledge, however repugnant such views or undesirable
such knowledge may seem to others, subject only to the limitations
imposed by law, but not to coerce others to listen against their-

wilL
(b)

Any individual or group in the University is free to arrange a
meeting amongst themselves or with any speaker and to decide upon
the subject of the meeting, and no other individuals or groups

~

within the University have the right to prevent such a speakerj
individual
or group from communicating
on the subject of their
choice (except by way of action through the Courts) subject to the
accepted conventions
for meetings of different kinds which
regulate the extent to which interruptions,
questions and heckling
are permitted.

(c)

It is important to distinguish between (i) a violation of the
principle of freedom of speech stated above and (ii) an offence
against a type of behaviour (often stated in rules) that a
university which believes in fr~e. speech may require.
To
interrupt a meeting in such a way as to make it difficult to
~~rttinue the meeting as planned must be regarded as a breach of
discipline within the UniversitY9
even though it may not be
against the law of the lando
Actions which violate the principle
of free speech must always be regarded as a breach of University
>

discipline, but in the light of extenuating circumstances
(e.g. a sincerely
reduced.

Discussion

.
ey

held moral

conviction)

the penalty

may be

'l

of this kind, especially
ItJhere extenu.ating
circumstances
are involved~ each
issuemust be decided on its meritso In other word5~ we deliberately
place on
the ahoulders of the University (without stating how it should organiso itself
to carry it) the task of deciding such issues as 1I\.vhat are the accepted.
conventions
which regulate
meetings
of different kinds and vJhe.t
kind of w€.eting
\"as a particular
meeting?lI.
"i-lere there
extenuatingcircumstancesor moral
principles which to some degree justified breaches of discipline?".
:6. In the case of the meeting of 7th May~ we believe it is ~
task to decide
ion this kind of issue.
On the other hand, it is not our task to decideon
lindividual
culpability, if any, or the extent of penalty~ if anyo
remain tasks for the Universityo

These

.
We have restricted our observations
on the principle of the freedom of
speech to its application to a class of meetings in a university, partly
~ ecause this is the extent of our brief, but also because we acknowledge the
I~evere pitfalls

surrounding

any attempt

to state

generally

the extent

of the

EPplication
of the principle outside this classo
There are occasions~ even
Within a university, when freedom of speech must be limited$ as~ for example,

,during war time,

I

during

lectures

(even on politics), during examinations;

\even in discussion it is useless for everyone to speak at onceo
Thus we make
In° claim to have defined the principle of free speech" We do not even believe
,that one never has the right to require that others listen; to some extent a

student Qr studentscan require this of their advisero We hope9

,
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that by restricting
significance.

the validity

of our observations

we have

however 9

lent them more

8.

There are various kinds of public meeting that can be held within a
university.
Kt political meetings the accepted conventions
indicate the
appropriate range of conduct by the chairman on the one hand~ by the audience
on the other.
At non-political
meetings the corresponding
conventions are
different, and not normally in dispute.
The difficulty here lies in deciding
whether a public
meeting on an academic or cultural matter has political
overtones and is therefore of a much wider significance than was originally
intended, for if it has we cannot always expect the audience to ignore this
wider significance, and they may then expect to be allowed to behave as if themeeting were a political one.
We believe there is no way of evading this
issue and it must therefore become a decision for the University on the rare
occasions when the situation'arises.
Unfortunately,
there is no clear
definition of what is political and what is not; the decisions must nevertheless be made.
9.
On the question of moral justification
and extenuating circumstances,
we
acknowledge that there are three possible interpretations
of how they should
be brought into the problemo
They can be regarded

OR

they can be regarded as providing an excuse
would otherwise be a breach of discipline,

OR

they can be regarded as circumstances
which affect
the penalty, but in no way diminish the breach of
discipline
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10.

It

as irrelevant,

that

has

occurred

for what

0

can be further argued that it is the sincerity of a moral or other

c9nviction which should be the issue
considered,
not the nature of the
conviction.
We accept that sincerity is essential but that it is not enough.
Indeed, we believe that it should be taken for granted in the sense that if
~nyone is not sincere
in his plea of moral justification he will certainly
command no sympathy and will in any case be culpable on other grounds.

11.
We have chosen to adopt the third alternative listed above because it
offers clearer guidance both to the University and to those who contemplate
some kind of breach of discipline. The status of their plea of extenuating

-c;

- 2 -

c:i:n:::UJl1i3t:ances can be brought
the issue of culpabilityo

,

in

';'

and

\trill

not be

with

1? There are of course absurd extremes
which could be taken to L:,'nJLLdate
as that
thi? danger of fil'e may
et sr::c'!cc:nt. to
our point of view~ su-::h
bring a meeti.ng to a close 0 In a S(;'Ylse it is absurdto E)iJ~)I)oE;et:ha ::uch 8n
act is a breach of disGipline
Q
Eut its very absurdityi3 OUX"saL'
IV;:
do not believe
that a member of a universit~l
who sincerely belie"f:cd tha.t fire
was imminent
1;iOuld be deterred
by the threat
of discipli.nary
actJJ.j:l\
for he
would know that there would be no penalty,.
130 Quite
we believe

apart from moral principlesj there are other attitudec
as extenuating
circumstane,cs"
An
should be considered

(ine

r 1,-'Y',13
at
of any kind provide a form of commLwicationwith authorities
mEiY
be driven
when they feel the norma1
freed<)m
of Gcmmunicati.cn
dc,e;;:; ll'.:t 8X:i,St,
This is itself evidentlyan importantaspect of freedom of
beccu.:<se tb.,;
right to speak is of no value if there is no chance of be
Vie belie.!,:;:
that at the present time in universities the channels
of' communication,
brought

to

our

attention

:i.s the

following"

Demcmstratione

out the university
should be opened as wide as possible in order the
feeling of deprivation should not growo

th:Ls

14.

\ve hope by this discussionto hav'eshown that the interpretation
of the
stated earlier is a considered position taken by the Committee of
Enquiryfor ita present tasko
\'le wish
to emphasize the number of contributioYJ,-"
wbj.~h ba'/'cO) beer:
from members of the Universi ty and the length of discussiOi::1s
necessary
to reach a statement;
and that no brief statement ef tlds
ki.nd can
principle

fully

cover

such

complex

philosophical

issues

0

The meetin~of 7th Max
15.
We hold the view that the meeting held by the Chemical Society~ to hear
Dr. Inch'jwas intended as an academic scientific meeting3 but bec:aVr3C
Dt'oInGh
came from Porton Down which is associatedwith Chemical and Eiologi
\iJarfare ~
we accept
that the meeting also had political implications for someo

16.

We cGl1clude,

therefore,

that

those members of the audience might expect
more app.r:opriate
to a

to be al1ow?d to'behave to some degree in a manner
political meeting.
17.

However,

the degree

adopted

18.
Nevertheless,
we believe
justification for that excess~

was excessiveo

that the demonstrators
had some valid moral
in that
Chemical and_.Biological Warfare
is

abhorrent.

19.
The excess
was further exacerbated by the confusion attributable in part
to lack of foresight by the demonstrators and in part to defects in the
organisers' pandling of the situation.
20.
We believe that the demonstrators! action was symptomatic of a lack of
confidence i~and communication with, authority in generalo
21.
It is in the best interests of the University to look forward to fuller
democratic discussion of all these issuesj and not backward to punishment.

.Q,S;\£;-C1US1,~I~s~:.j,Minor,lli~Vi~
Vie assent
to the princi:p10s
set o'J.t in paragl'aphs
4(a) and 4(b) and to
paragx'aph
4( c:), and also to much of the later
Disc'lssion
in the document ~ with
the :r::articular exception of paragraphl389 130
~e feel that paragraph 13 is dangerously ihcomplete in that it does not.
sugg~st
that people should ask themselve;;
the question
as to whether they ought
to b~ driven to such demolish'ations
a~ldwe feel that they should first be
sati~fied
that all legitimate
methods of commpnicationwitp the authorities
As to Hay 7th~-no
8V"idene:8 of attempts to make the protest
have !been exhaustedo
or d '!SCUSSion in any oth er way was presented
to the Tr'ibuna19
indeed Archard
(Ora evidence p04) clearly
states
that there was Doneo
~
lith the exception
of p9:ragraph
l:,)~ wh:Lch \,J7::ac:::ept~ we dissent
from the
viewsI expressed
about the meeting of M~y 7th (paragraphs15~21)0 It is our view
that ithe meeting
arranged
by the Chemical Sociei:y was. and was intended to be9
an aqademic and scientific meetingo Be:ause Dx-o Inch came from Porton Down~ some
members of the University felt that the ITieetingwas a political one and that they
were thereforeentitledto behave in the way they di.do In our view they had no
,
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The prevention

of the le,e;ture \-Jas

Dr.

Inch 1 s lecture v,asstoppe:i

by a cordon

he was held

with linked arms~

serious

violation

of

duress

~

being

a hostile manner~ and
These
violations of

as breaches of University

l"2gar'd.ed

0

We feel that the j~plied

quite

under

quest1-o:l.ed
in
paragraph
L~(b)).

forced
to listen
against
his vlill
(see
the principles
in 4(a) and 4(b) should also be

discipline

a most

iaparag:raph L~(b» of Dro Inch and the
as a brea~h of University disciplineo

of communication
(as describsd
Society
and should be regarded

surrounded

j
')

entitlementa

the right

-

unjustifiedo

There

is

criticism

of the chairman

no reason

why a membe";~ of the

qualified to chair an academic
tough political meetingo

meeting~

should

possess

(in paragraph

academic

the ability

19) is

staff

9

well

to control

a

-I

The :ceportof the Tribunal of Enquiry brings to light various actions which,
in our view~ do not need to be assessed with reference to the principles of
freedom of speech9 but may well be breaches of the then-existing
disciplinary
code and such incidents should not be overlookedo

J. Ao Reissland
10

To

Cook

Ho

Hewgill

Charles Broyden
Po Partington

24th June~
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